THE DTS TRADING ROOM
Run by ONE moderator, Paul Lange. Rational analysis of the possible trades and clear
disciplined plays that are tradeable by room members the vast majority of the time. It is a boring
room with typically 3-5 trades a morning where members can make money following along or
using the ideas to follow their own plans and includes swing plays...

"I have to say that being a part of your
room is the best decision I made in my
trading career. It's good to see other
traders chatting with each other and
actually know what they're doing..."
-Alexandre D

WATCHLISTS

PLAY POSTS

Daily Watchlists provided to members
based on scans of 1100 + daily and
hourly charts and the best of the
morning gap lists

Plays discussed ahead of time. Written posts
with entries and stops. Target and
management provided in written posts until
trade completion. Just like it should be.

RESULTS
Prior day's results posted in room for room members every morning

Listen to a recording of the first 30 minutes of pre-market
prep on a typical day in the DTS Trading Room. It has
some dead time removed to shorten the length of the
recording. Just click one of the arrows.
You can request the recording of the whole day if you like
(four hours and boring).

Find out about a one week trial to the DTS Trading Room.
One trial per person please!

Just sign up for the room. It is $147.00 at this time. Pricing
is on a tiered basis to keep the room size manageable so
will go to 179.00 after the first 50 members...

There is NO hurry. No special offer. There will
never be a sale. No pressure, no one will ever
get a better deal.

You sign up when you are ready!

IF you sign up for a trial but you want to start on a different date or have a reason you
need more time or a second trial email Paul@DisciplinedTradingStrategies.com

The DTS Trading Room is different. It is about traders making money period.
Plays are discussed well ahead of time, posted and managed. It is generally
tradeable by anyone who wants to trade along or just use the information as a
basis for their own trades.

http://DisciplinedTradingStrategies.com || [email protected] || 855-888-DTS4

